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Executive
Summary
Economic growth and the accelerating pace of change,
predominantly driven by technology are greatly impacting
organisations. Capitalising on these prospects is as much
about talent as technology, as it is people who drive innovation
and realise its full potential.

Executive Summary

The demands on organisational leaders have therefore
reached new heights. It is no longer enough to steer their
organisation – they must also meet the changing expectations
of current and future employees. In addition, competition for
the right talent is fierce. According to the latest PwC Annual
Global CEO Survey, 80% of CEOs are worried about the
availability of skills. In addition, ‘talent’ no longer has the same
meaning as ten years ago; many of the roles, skills and job
titles of tomorrow are unknown to us today. This is also the
situation in Malta. In fact, the 2018 Malta HR Pulse Survey
reveals that addressing skills shortages is one of the top 3
HR priorities for 26% of organisations.
The skilled workers that organisations need for tomorrow are
not only challenging to find, but also to keep. They need to be
nurtured and developed. Organisations therefore require the
full range of HR expertise and tools to identify skills gaps,
anticipate needs, spot potential, and build the workforce of
the future.

the potential of data and analytics in improving the efficiency
of the HR function. Organisations acknowledge that it is
imperative that they get their talent strategy right, and they
must make use of the tools available. According to the latest
Malta HR Pulse Survey, 44% of organisations do not have a
talent management strategy, but acknowledge that they need
it; whilst only 4% do not have a talent strategy and believe
they do not need it.
While organisations may have the right strategic intentions,
they are struggling when it comes to execution, and HR has
a key role to lead the way. The latest PwC Annual Global
CEO Survey in fact revealed that 60% of organisations are
rethinking their HR function. The situation in Malta is no
different. According to the latest HR Pulse Survey, 47% of
organisations are rethinking their HR function in light of their
talent management needs. In addition, talent management
has become a critical business issue which needs to be led
and owned by the organisation’s C-suite.

If organisations are to attract and retain the workers they need
to deliver the best possible performance and productivity from
their organisation, they need to rethink their HR strategies
and HR functions. Additionally, organisations need to tap into

Lack of ability to capture and
analyse HR data is one of
the top barriers to effective
people management
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Addressing skills shortages
and retaining people are
among the top HR priorities

44% of organisations do not
have a talent management
strategy, but acknowledge
that they need it

47% of organisations are
rethinking their HR function
in light of their talent
management needs

HR Function

HR
Function
EXHIBIT 1:

% of respondents that have a formal HR Function

The number of respondents that have a formal HR
function in their organisation increased from 82% in 2017
to 87% in 2018
QUESTION:
Does your organisation have a formal
HR function?
This survey sheds light on the developments of the HR
functions throughout the years. In fact, we see an increase in
the number of respondents that have a formal HR function in
their organisation, from 82% in 2017 to 87% in 2018. It is also
evident that the larger the number of employees, the more
likely to find the presence of a formal HR function within the
organisation. Although this is somewhat expected, given the
significant influence the size of an organisation has on the
level of HR management in place, smaller organisations could
also benefit at an organisational level by investing further in
their internal HR function.

% of organisations of different sizes having a formal HR Function

Number of employees in an
organisation with an HR Function
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HR Function

EXHIBIT 2:
Majority of respondents claim to have HR functions that
lean towards being more proactive than reactive, and
more strategic rather than operational / administrative

1

2%

13%

2

QUESTIONS:
Evaluate the approach of your HR function on the scale of
‘Reactive’ to ‘Proactive’
Evaluate your HR function on the scale of ‘Operational /
Administrative Approach’ to ‘Strategic Approach’
The Survey also assessed the role of the HR function within
local organisations. When asked to rate whether the HR
function within an organisation was more proactive or
reactive, responses leaned more towards the proactive side
of the scale.

A similar result was achieved when assessing whether the
HR functions within local organisations adopted a more
operational/administrative approach or a strategic approach.
Although results show a skew towards the strategic approach,
the majority of responses continue to fall within the mid-point
of the scale (43%). This indicates that the progress towards
ensuring the HR function is strategically focussed, still
requires further developments

34%

3

38%

4

Strategic

15%

43%

3

30%

4
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Operational

5%

2

5

Proactive

13%

5

1

Reactive

8%

HR Function

EXHIBIT 3:
Insufficient resources, poor implementation of HR
practices by management and the lack of ability to
capture and analyse HR data identified as top 3 barriers
to effective people management
QUESTION:
What are the Top 3 barriers negatively affecting
the performance of people management within
your organisation?
Barriers such as insufficient resources (50%), and poor
implementation of HR practices by management (43%)
are among the top three factors negatively affecting the
performance of the HR function.

Another top barrier is the lack of ability to capture and analyse
HR data. Given the speed of advancements in data and
analytics and their significant potential to improve decision
making, this is a challenge that requires further attention
within organisations. This is aligned to PwC’s latest Future
of Work report, ‘Preparing for tomorrow’s workforce, today’
which highlights the untapped potential of data and analytics,
indicating that organisations are yet to use data and analytics
in making decisions about the workforce. More importance
therefore needs to be given to the potential partnership
between the HR function, technology, data and analytics.

Top 3 barriers negatively affecting the performance of people management
Insufficient resources within
HR department

50%

Lack of ability to capture and
analyse HR data

47%

Poor implementation of HR
practices by management

43%

Lack of engagement of top
management in the HR agenda

40%

Lack of empowerent of the HR
function
Management not seeing the
potential value of the HR function

36%
34%

Lack of appropriate skills in the
HR team

26%

Lack of HR budget

24%
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HR Function

EXHIBIT 4:
Top HR priorities for next 12 months are motivating and
retaining staff, retention of key talent and managing
employee engagement
QUESTION:
What are the Top 3 HR priorities in the next 12 months?
Although ability to capture data was identified as one of
the Top 3 barriers to effective people management, few
respondents indicated improving HR technology (17%) and
developing HR analytics capability (13%) as their top priorities
in the next 12 months.
Instead, the majority of respondents agreed that their top
priorities were motivating and retaining staff, retention of key
talent and managing employee engagement. These priorities
are similar to the priorities that emerged from previous
surveys indicating their ongoing challenges.

Motivating and
retaining staff

Retenton of
Key Talent

Managing employee
engagement

60%
(2017 - 47%)

49%
(2017 - 55%)

44%
(2017 - 38%)

Top 3 HR priorities in the next 12 months
Motivating and retaining staff

60%

Retention of key talent

49%

Managing employee engagement

44%

Addressing skills shortage

26%

Creating a high performance
culture
Delivering effective learning and
development programmes
Transforming the existing HR
function
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26%
24%
20%

Improving HR technology

17%

Developing HR analytics capability

13%

Operating within compensation/
reward constraints

13%

Managing mobilty

6%

Capability uplift in HR function

3%

Talent Manaement Strategy

Talent Management
Strategy
EXHIBIT 5:
Most organisations have not yet implemented a talent
management strategy despite their recognised need
for one
QUESTION:
Does your organisation have a talent strategy in place?
An effective talent management strategy ensures that an
organisation has the people and skills, now and in the future,
necessary to achieve its organisational strategy.

4%

A large proportion of respondents agreed to having an
updated talent strategy which they are implementing within
their organisation (39%). Having said that, the majority of
respondents have not yet implemented a talent management
strategy despite their recognised need for one (44%).
This indicates that although the importance of a talent
management strategy is recognised amongst local
organisations, developing and implementing it in practice is
still a challenge.

44%

39%

13%
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Talent Manaement Strategy

EXHIBIT 6:
Aspects given highest priority within talent management
strategies are learning and development, performance
management and succession planning
QUESTION:

Aspects of talent management covered by implemented talent strategy

What aspects of talent management does your talent
strategy cover?
Upon delving deeper into the details of organisations’ talent
management strategies, it was recognised that the aspects
given priority within these strategies include learning and
development (71%), performance management (61%) and
succession management (56%). Other aspects identified
within the top end of the spectrum include employer branding
which is a key tool in winning the war for talent (51%).
Additionally, rewards are also given priority within talent
management strategies. This is an interesting result given
that the majority of respondents agreed that linking reward
to performance ratings results in employees being more
motivated to improve their performance (77%). This result
shows a significant increase to the previous edition
of the HR Pulse survey where 57% agreed to
this statement.

Aspects least covered by organisations’ talent management
strategies are talent segmentation (5%), people processes
and systems (12%) and articulation of capabilities required
(17%).
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Learning and development

71%

Performance management

61%

Succession management

56%

Employer brand

51%

Reward

46%

Employee value proposition

29%

Talent sourcing

24%

Diversity

22%

Developing an innovation culture

22%

Articulation of capabilities
required

17%

People processes and systems

12%

Talent segmentation

5%

Talent Manaement Strategy

EXHIBIT 7:
Effective performance management, focus on health and
wellbeing of their workforce, as well as, workplace culture
and behaviours, are the top aspects to be changed in
talent management strategies
QUESTION:
What aspects of your talent strategy are you changing
to make the greatest impact on attracting, retaining and
engaging the people you need to remain relevant
and competitive?
Respondents identified that effective performance
management was the most critical aspect of their talent
strategy that they were revamping to improve on the
attraction, retention and engagement of the people they
needed to remain relevant and competitive.

In fact, 47% of respondents also stated they were planning
on introducing or revamping their performance management
system when asked what changes they were planning for their
reward strategy within the next 12 months. This has increased
from 39% in 2017.
Health and wellbeing of the workforce (44%) as well as
workplace culture and behaviours (41%) were the following
two most popular aspects identified. Such factors fall in line
with findings from PwC’s latest Future of Work report, which
identifies that creating the right people experience is vital in
retaining and attracting talent.

Aspects of implemented talent strategy being changed to remain competitive
Effective performance management

47%

Health and wellbeing of our workforce
(including flexible and work/life balance

44%

Workplace culture and behaviours

41%

Pay, incentives and benefits we
provide to our workforce

39%

Empowering our employees

26%

Our fous on skills and adaptability
in our people
Our reputation as ethical and
socially responsible employers
Our focus on productivity through
automation and technology
Our focus on our pipeline of leaders
for tomorrow

20%
17%
17%
11%

Our focus on diversity and inlucion

6%

Managing mobilty

3%

Capability uplift in HR function

1%
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Talent Attraction

Talent
Attraction
EXHIBIT 8:
Organisations so far seem to be relying mostly on
offering flexible working arrangements, improving
compensation packages and promoting talent diversity as
their key talent attraction activities

Talent attraction activities

QUESTION:
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the
following statements about your organisation’s talent
attraction activities? (Disagree strongly, Disagree, Neither
agree nor disagree, Agree, Agree strongly)
Attracting talent has become a major challenge for
organisations in Malta.

When asked about talent attraction initiatives 63% of
respondents agreed that they offered flexible ways of working
to attract employees. Other initiatives that were popular
amongst respondents included improving compensation
packages (61%) and promoting talent diversity and
inclusiveness (59%).

Results also indicate areas for potential development as only
16% of respondents agreed to using data analytics to be
more successful in recruiting. Given the rise in technology
advancements and data analytics tools, this percentage is
expected to increase in coming years. Additionally, results
highlight an increase in the reliance on contractors, part-timers
and outsourced functions or service agreements amongst
respondents. This supports the notion that the increasing
growth of the gig economy is transforming the world of work.

Modernising physical working environment such
as employee dress code

Figure shows amalgamated results for Agree or Strongly Agree
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Soft skills such as problem solving, creativity and
innovation are in demand - but hard to find
QUESTION:
In addition to technical business expertise, how important
are the following skills to your organisation? How
difficult, if at all, is it for your organisation to recruit
people with these skills or characteristics?
The Survey also delved into today’s skill battleground to
understand the importance of skills and the difficulty to recruit
people with these skills.

Amongst the skills which are most important to organisations,
but which they are finding most difficult to find amongst
recruits, are leadership, creativity and innovation, passion and
drive, as well as, problem solving.
The skills respondents considered most important are those
that can’t be replicated by machines – the (still) uniquely
human capabilities that stimulate innovation.
This indicates the need for upskilling programmes both at a
national and organisational level, to ensure that these skills
gaps are addressed.

% of respondents agreeing skill is important

Talent Attraction

EXHIBIT 9:

% of respondents agreeing skill is difficult to find
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Talent Development

Talent
Development
EXHIBIT 10:
Organisations are mostly focusing on providing
employees with continuous learning programmes
QUESTION:

Talent development activities

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the
following statements about your organisation’s talent
development activities? (Disagree strongly, Disagree,
Neither agree nor disagree, Agree, Agree strongly)
A large proportion of respondents said they equip employees
with new skills through continuous learning programmes as
part of their talent development initiatives (57%). This is an
interesting result given that PwC’s recent Future of Work
report highlights that organisations most likely to succeed
in the future business environment are those that invest in
lifelong learning for their employees.

Other popular initiatives include on-going real-time feedback
(44%), e-learning platforms (40%) and training activities based
on training needs analysis (40%).
Despite the broad range of initiatives within talent
development, the use of data analytics for performance
management (11%), providing insight into effective skill
deployment (19%) and evaluating the results of training
activities (19%) remain low.

Figure shows amalgamated results for Agree or Strongly Agree
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Talent Development

EXHIBIT 11:
Most organisations provide their employees with less
than 25 hours of training per year
QUESTION:
How much time do you allocate for training interventions
(excluding induction / onboarding training) for each
employee on average annually?

Number of hours spent on training

As highlighted in the previous edition of the HR Pulse Survey,
the majority of organisations (37%) provide their employees
between 1-8 hours of training on average each year, followed
by organisations that provide their employees with 9-24 hours
of training per year (29%). This is a low figure considering the
importance of upskilling in today’s world of work, and also the
answer given to the previous question whereby respondents
stated that they are mostly focussed on providing employees
with continuous learning programmes.

When segmenting the sample between organisations of less
than 50 employees and over 50 employees, results differ slightly.
The majority of organisations with less than 50 employees
spend 9-24 hours on training each year (50%). On the other
hand, the majority of organisations of over 50 employees
stated they provide employees with an average of 1-8 hours
of training a year (40%).
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Talent Development

EXHIBIT 12:
Whilst 8 in 10 organisations have a formal performance
management system in place, a third of these believe it
is an ‘old fashioned’ system which needs a more modern
approach

Views on implemented performance management

QUESTIONS:
Does your organisation have a formal performance
management process?
What is your view on performance management as
implemented in your organisation?
The survey aimed to gain insight on the perceptions
on performance management within systems within
organisations. 8 in 10 organisations agreed to having a formal
performance management system in place.
In fact, the majority of respondents who agreed to having a
formal performance management system believed such
a system is key to supporting a high performing
organisation (46%).

Despite this progress, a 9% increase is seen in the
percentage of respondents who describe their performance
management system as “old fashioned” when compared to
the last edition of the HR Pulse survey.
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A means to support a high
performing organisation

46%

It’s an “old fashioned” system, needs
a more modern approach

33%

Crucial for a true high performing
organisation

23%

An objective process

21%

A good idea, but it does not work

14%

Mainly very time-consuming

12%

A bureaucratic process

5%

The most popular strategy for developing the leadership
pipeline is involving managers below board level in
strategic decision-making
QUESTION:
Do you deploy any of the following to develop your
leadership pipeline? If so, how effective are they? (very
effective, somewhat effective, not very effective, not
at all effective)
In gaining insight on what initiatives organisations deploy to
develop their leadership pipeline, the most popular strategies
included involving managers below board level in strategic
decision-making (79%) as well as active succession planning
including identifying multiple successors (60%).

Respondents also classified involving managers below board
level in strategic decision-making (72%), encouraging global
mobility and international experience (71%) and shadowing
senior executives (70%) as the most effective strategies.

80%

% of organisations deploying strategy

Talent Development

Strategies for developing a leadership pipeline

EXHIBIT 13:

75%
70%
65%
60%
55%
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
55%

60%

65%

70%

75%

% of effectiveness from those deploying strategy
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Talent Retention

Talent
Retention
EXHIBIT 14:
Majority of organisations are rethinking their HR function
to address talent retention

Talent retention activities

QUESTION:
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the
following statements about your organisation’s talent
retention activities? (Disagree strongly, Disagree, Neither
agree nor disagree, Agree, Agree strongly)

The organisation’s reward strategy is regularly
reviewed and refined against the market

It is not enough to attract talent, retaining talent is increasingly
becoming a challenge for organisations. In fact 60% of
organisations stated that this is one of their Top HR priorities
for the next 12 months.
When asked about initiatives to retain talent 49% of
respondents stated that the entire organisation actively
participates in the performance management process.

Additionally, 47% stated they were taking steps to rethink the
organisation’s HR function to address talent retention.

Employee engagement is a regular item at
board level and strategy is reviewed by senior
executives for effectiveness

Data analytics such as employee engagement
metrics is used to inform business decisions
and predict those employees in flight risk

Data analytics, such as employee engagement metrics,
remains the least used initiative to retain talent, indicating that
there is room to develop in this particular area. Having said
that, 81% of respondents stated they took steps to measure
employee satisfaction within their organisation. Of those
that measure employee engagement, 82% use one-to-one
feedback, 63% use employee surveys and 21% use focus
groups to gain insight on employee engagement.

The entire organisation actively participates
in the performance management process
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Rethinking the organisation’s HR function to
address talent retention

Talent Retention

EXHIBIT 15:
Showing recognition for employees’ performance is top
action organisations are taking to maximise employee
engagement and satisfaction
QUESTION:
What are the Top 5 actions your organisation is taking to
maximise employee engagement and satisfaction?

Showing recognition for the employees’ performance

63%

The top action organisations are taking to maximise employee
engagement and satisfaction is showing recognition for
employees’ performance (63%).

Offering career development opportunities

53%

Encouraging employees to openly share their
opinions and suggestions

51%

Taking pro-active action to ensure a work-life balance

50%

Employees are assigned appropriate work based on
their experience & competence

50%

Other actions which half of the respondents seem to be taking
are offering career development opportunities, encouraging
employees to openly share their opinions and suggestions,
taking pro-active action to ensure a work-life balance and
assigning employees appropriate work based on their
experience and competence. These actions are all related to
enhancing the employee experience.

Aspects that were given little priority included adopting
workplace technologies to enable work to be done just as
easily as when employees use technology outside of work
(16%) and having the right data analytical tools in place to
monitor all elements of employee experience (7%). This
result highlights again how organisations need to be focusing
more on their technology in the workplace to increase their
employee’s productivity and experience. This has also been
highlighted in a global PwC study ‘Our status with tech at work:
It’s complicated’.
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Talent Retention

EXHIBIT 16:
Introducing or revising the performance management
system is a common priority in relation to plans for
changes to reward strategy
QUESTIONS:
Is your performance management framework linked to
rewards? If yes, what is the effect of linking reward to
performance ratings in your organisation?
What changes are you planning to your rewards strategy
over the next 12 months?
Amongst respondents, 63% stated that their performance
management framework is linked to reward. Of these, 77%
stated it motivates employees to improve performance, 49%
that it forces all parties to take the performance management
process seriously and 36% that it ensures tangible
consequences for certain behaviours and risk-taking.

In relation to planned changes to be made to the reward
strategy in the next 12 months, priority areas were identified to
be the revamping or introduction of performance management
systems (47%) and increasing salaries at all levels (30%).
Long-term incentives such as introducing pension schemes
and share options are still found to be unpopular amongst
respondents with only 9% and 6% respectively considering
introducing them as part of their rewards strategy.
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Effect of linking reward to performance ratings
Introducing/revising performance
management system

47%

Increasing salaries at all levels

30%

None of the above

21%

Introducing performance related
pay

17%

Increasing salaries only for key
positions

17%

Reducing overtime pay

10%

Introducing pension schemes

9%

Introducing share options

6%

Introducing deferral of part of
remuneration to annual bonus plans

4%

About the Survey

About the
Survey
Size of respondent organisations by number of employees
The Malta HR Pulse Survey is a joint annual exercise carried
out by PwC and the Foundation for Human Resources
Development (FHRD). The fourth edition of the survey was
conducted during the summer months of 2018. The survey
was distributed online amongst HR leaders, CEOs and
Managing Directors from various sectors locally and resulted
in 70 responses that were collected and analysed.

This Survey was particularly focused on talent management
initiatives adopted within local organisations. The key results
were presented at the 2018 FHRD Conference – Talent
Management: Mastering the Challenge. The full results can be
found in this report.
The survey respondents were from organisations varying in
size. The majority of respondents representing organisations
of 50 employees and over.

Organisations included in the sample also spanned a number
of sectors. The largest proportion of responses was collected
from the Financial Services Sector (23%) followed by the
Wholesale and Retail Sector (14%).

Sectors represented by respondent organisations
Financial services

23%

Wholesale and Retail

14%

I-gaming

11%

Manufacturing

11%

Public Sector

9%

Construction / Engineering

7%

Accommodation and food
services activities
Pharma and Health

7%
7%

Professional services

6%

ICT

6%

Arts, entertainment and
Recreation
Other Services

4%
4%
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